ABSTRACT | BACKGROUND: The combination of both physiological knowledge of a variety of sistems and the clinical findings it is of extreme relevance to the medical student learning process. The proposal of a simulated enviroment, with clinical data collection and regular physical examination, is crucial to this process. The Semiological bases of Escola Bahiana de Medicina e Saúde Pública module, used by the OSCE's 4th semester medical students, capacitate them for such means. SUMMARY OF WORK: The evaluation logistic was divided into two segments: the first one was made through a theorical exam with close questioning, exhibiting images and videos, but also containing an open-ended question requesting a construction of a fictional clinical case; in the second one it was applied a practical exam segmented by different fields of medical knowledge (neurological, cardiovascular and respiratory/abdomen), with the evaluation of 120 students and followed by the teacher's feedbacks at the conclusion of each field exam. SUMMARY OF RESULTS: The experience was important, however, it is notable the need for a complex management and understanding of the evaluational process. Discussion between students and teachers happened in behalf of the development of such proposal. CONCLUSIONS: The application of theorical exams throughout the semester combined with a practical exam (the OSCE) at the conclusion of the curricular component “Semiological Bases” had significant weight to the whole process.
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Background

The OSCE (Objective Structured Clinical Examination) is one of the best methods that can be used to evaluate medical students and health professionals. OSCE's efficiency is justified primarily because it unifies theoretical knowledge in patient care, interpersonal healthcare facility communication and the practice based on the learning process. Such parameters are not found in old methods, which only judge the theoretical knowledge and are incapable of precise evaluation of the quality of the student or professional communication with the patient. Nowadays, there are still problems in the medical student learning regarding a better and more accurate view of the biopsychosocial condition of the patient. Therefore, it is important that the student, in several occasions, can learn how to approach the patient as an individual, full of fears and uncertainties, in order to better understand the variety of healthcare facilities situations.

Having the knowledge of OSCE's academic qualities, the curricular component “Semiological Bases” provided itself of concepts and ideas of such method to finally present a better dynamic in the teaching and learning process. The component structure was thought as an OSCE's adaptation, so there can be a more precise, fast and objective method that also acknowledges the importance found in the care, understanding and communication between the medical professional and the medical patient.

Summary of work

The evaluation process was divided into two parts containing a theoretical exam and a practical one based on the OSCE's standards, both related to the subjects studied throughout the semester.

I) Theoretical exam containing 15 closed questions and one opened response question: the closed ones had 5 different responses to be marked, containing also images and videos projected into the classroom according to its respective questions, allowing the students the same amount of time for answering them. The opened response question asked the students to create a fictional medical clinical case based in specific symptoms studied throughout the semester.

II) Practical exam with specific medical fields (neurological, cardiovascular and respiratory/abdomen): 5 students alternately had 15 minutes per medical field. The themes of the practical exam were chosen by lot following a previously disclosed list with topics based on each medical field. The demonstration of the physical examination test occurred immediately after the draw, finishing with the teacher's feedback which informed the students grades but also opened opportunity for discussion of any inquiries or remarks regarding any mistake made by the students.

This exam was applied to 120 medical students on their respective academic activity days, 60 students per day. Being that these 60 students were again divided into two other groups that alternated the beginning of the examination process between the first and second part of it. At the end of the exams, an individual feedback test was applied offering the students, anonymously, a chance to tell their teachers what they thought of the whole experience.

Summary of Results

Although considered as important to the semester conclusion, the elevated number of students in each medical field of knowledge required a complex management of the academic evaluation process. The construction of a fictional clinical case was responsible for significant delay in the fields alternation because part of the students took longer to finish the task. The difficulty of time management, which some teachers were responsible for, also was a significant factor for the delay.

Conclusions

The students feedback and the teacher's meetings, both full of complaints, suggestions and overall exchange of experience, led to detection of adjustment needs. One of the adjustments proposed the application of theoretical exams throughout the semester so there can be one final exam at the conclusion of each module/field of the academic discipline (neurological, cardiovascular and respiratory/abdomen). Regarding the practical exams, they will keep happening at the end of the semester, reducing the complexity of the
evaluation and improving the discipline's evaluation process management.
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